Campus Convenience Stores
Campus convenience stores are now being managed by Sodexo Campus Dining Services. Expanded hours at the Corbett Corner are Monday-Friday from 7am to 6pm. The Aggie Express is open Monday-Friday from 7am to 8pm and 10am to 2pm on the week-ends. Expanded menus now include breakfast burritos, sandwiches, and salads. Both stores are accepting Aggie Dining Dollars, offering students a new and convenient way to pay.

Corbett Center
The Corbett Center has a goal setting program at the information desk and started the monthly Coffee & Cocoa To-Go event on January 17.

Crafts at Corbett
On Jan. 18, Corbett Center hosted an event to encourage student attendance at the NMSU men’s basketball game while promoting school spirit. Students decorated a poster in the Aggie Lounge before the game and visited with Striking the Wonder Dog.

CSU Program
CCSU Program Assistants participated in a photo shoot earlier in the week which have been used on social media to promote use of CCSU resources like the study rooms and game room.

2017 NMSU Firefighter of the Year
Congratulations to Cameron Clark for being selected as the 2017 NMSU Firefighter of the Year. Cameron joined the NMSU Fire Department in December of 2015. He is currently licensed as a NM EMT-Basic, has received his driver/operator certification and was recently bestowed the title of Fire Lieutenant. Cameron is a full-time student at NMSU and is working towards his nursing degree.
Environmental Health Safety and Risk Management (EHS&RM) changes their name and promotes two

Environmental Health and Safety has changed their name to Environmental Health Safety and Risk Management. Exciting new initiatives will be released through the safety risk web page https://safety.nmsu.edu/risk-management/ as NMSU risk management and loss control. Congratulations to Dave Schoep, Assistant Director for Research Safety, and Polly Wagner, Assistant Director for Risk Management and Occupational Safety, on their promotions. Ms. Wagner’s position will take on the responsibility for managing risk claims and institutional processes related to insurance and State self-insured.

Haubold and Reynolds Complete Research Report on Recharge Practices

Following a successful blind peer review of their research report, Glen Haubold, New Mexico State University, and David Reynolds, University of North Texas, completed a research project through APPA’s Center for Facilities Research (CFaR). Their project, *Issues with Recovery and Recharge in Higher Education*, “explores the role that recovery and recharge play in the overall facility budget.” An executive summary of their findings will be published in the Jan/ Feb 2018 issue of *Facilities Manager*, and the researchers are scheduled to present their paper at the APPA 2018 Annual Conference next August in Washington, DC.

Sanitary Sewer Improvements

Structural Maintenance is replacing sewer manhole covers on campus. They are installing a new style that prevents water infiltration that reduces the amount of water that enters the sanitary sewer system. When we reduce that infiltration, we reduce our monthly sewer bill and the cost of processing waste water at the City of Las Cruces treatment plant.

ICT Student Technology—Students helping Students

Students from ICT’s Student Technology and Planning department hosted an information table at the International Student Orientation Event held on Jan. 10 in the Corbett Center Ballrooms. Students, Raquel Orozco, Eli Ramos, and Alex Barrera, spoke with attendees about IT-related services for students, including free software downloads, Help Desk services, labs, and more. Student staffers from Student Technology and ICT’s Help Desk also participated in the Aggie Welcome and Orientation held on Jan. 12 in Barnes and Noble Bookstore.